
1. Introduction
a) We describe an all-atom statistical potential, AIfold, that incorporates 
environmental effects through backbone hydrogen bond, solvation and 
pair-wise terms.
b) We present a number of software packages to mine the PDB, rank
decoy sets and run Monte-Carlo folding simulations.

2. Objectives
a) To construct an all-atom statistical potential, AIfold, that models 
detailed backbone and side-chain packing.
b) To improve the performance of previous statistical potentials by 
accounting explicitly for hydrogen bond and solvation.
c) To derive a mean-force version of AIfold to use in “coarse grained” 
folding simulations.

3. Methods
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Realistic protein structures have buried backbone hydrogen bonds [2] which define 
the secondary structure elements (helices/strands). Based on this, we assume that 
P(structure) is solely determined by the geometry (δij, θij, φij) and solvent exposure (eij) 
of the hydrogen bonds:
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Expansion of joint probabilities:
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Single atom probabilities are dependent only on the solvent exposure (ei). 
Pair-wise probabilities depend on the atoms distance dij as well.

a) Statistical model: We use a non-redundant subset of the PDB to derive the probability function P(structure|at1,…atM). We expand a previous  
statistical approach [1] to the all-atom case: 

Fig.2: Variables 
defining a hydrogen 
bond.
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Fig.1: The solvation of an 
atom is given by its ASA. The 
normalized measure of solvent 
exposure is the following:

c) Potential of mean force: For ab-initio folding simulations, we consider only 
the backbone and Cβ atoms [3]. Therefore, we need to average the all-atom
version of AIfold:
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Fig.3: All-atom
and Cβ-only
representations
of villin (1VII).
YAPView [E]
was used to 
create these 
figures.

b) Flowchart for the construction of AIfold:

Data mining stage – Protein Cruncher [A]
1. Create non-redundant set of protein structures from PDB.
2. Calculate atom distances, bond angles and ASA parameters.

Statistical analysis stage – AIfold scripts [B]
1. Bin distances, angles and ASA’s.
2. Calculate PHB, Psolv and Ppair.
3. E(x) = -RT ln(PHBPsolvPpair)

Testing stage
1. Fold recognition: rank structures from Decoy ‘R’ us website [C]
2. Ab-initio folding by Monte Carlo sampling – OOPS [D]

4. Results
a) Fold recognition: The decoy sets from “Decoys “R” us” website were
ranked with AIfold. Four Energy-RMSD plots are shown here. In all cases,
the energy minimum corresponds to the native structure.

b) Ab-initio folding: The mean force version of MiniFire was used 
for energy minimization (MiniFire is another all-atom statistical potential [4]). 
Below, two predicted structures (blue) are superposed to the native 
conformations (red).

3.0Å prediction for 1UBI (76 aa) 2.8Å prediction for 1O82 (70 aa)

1CTF from “4state-reduced” set1BAB-B from “hg-structal” set

1HDA-A from “hg-structal” set 2CRO from “4state-reduced” set

5. Conclusions
a) AIfold successfully recognizes the best structures from 
large decoy sets. The Energy-RMSD correlation is high and in 
most of the cases the native structure has the lowest energy.
b) Additional tests are being done to quantify the relative 
importance of the hydrogen-bond and solvation terms.
c) The side-chain average procedure used in ab-initio coarse 
grained simulations works remarkably well for small (up to 100 
residues) globular proteins.
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7. Links
[A] Protein Cruncher: a package for PDB mining. 
http://sosnick.uchicago.edu/aifoldlab/ProtCruncher/ProtCruncher.html
[B] AIfold scripts. http://sosnick.uchicago.edu/aifoldlab/OOPS/AIfold/AIfold-0.5.tar.gz
[C] Decoy ‘R’ us website: repository of protein decoys. http://dd.stanford.edu/
[D] OOPS is an Open Protein Simulator: 
http://sosnick.uchicago.edu/aifoldlab/OOPS/OOPS.html
[E] YAPView: Yet Another Protein Viewer: 
http://sosnick.uchicago.edu/aifoldlab/YAPView/YAPView.html


